


IDI'M I IJlJIN' & \iIIAT'S MY NEKT BESr 1fJYE? - MEt\SllUlC RESIlLTS
mAT RFAlLY _ &H:lHIIC & TAKllC FIIIAIC:AL IEISICRl eN 'IlIE

<I:IlREI:T BASIS ..

1 , INIROIXJCITON

In Victoria since 1982 major statutory business undertakingS
have been subject to a set of public authority guidelines and
policies which require them to be conducted so as to achieve a
long term. target rate of return on assets employed, and, in
recognition of the fact that equity has a cost, to pay a
dividend to the Consolidated Fund.. Sufficient experience has
been gained in practice to no,.[ report upon the operation of
these policies, with particular emphasis in this paper on the
two transport portfolio authorities, the Grain Elevators &>a.rd
(GEB) and the Port of Melbourne Authority (PMA) - the only
Victorian transport authorities which pay a return to their
owners, the people of Victoria"

There are two distinct hJ.t interrelated themes running through
oor paper, They are briefly that

the normal information which conventional accOllllting
records provide on the success (or otherwise) of the
year' just past is inadequate in that the effect of
changes in the general level of prices is ignored (or at
best partially or unsystematically trested), Current
cost measures are a IIIJSt:.

one needs to look forward (via toodels and tha like)
rather than back (at accounts) to plan the COOI'se each
instrumentality shoold take, particularly in price
setting and investment policies, and to estimate the
path along which any particular set of policies may
lead" Incidentally, this second activity shoold also be
conducted in Clll:rent cost terms.,

2, RELEVANT MEASURES & GOVERNMENT POLICY

Publicly owned business undertakings shoold, aIOOng other
things, make reasonable profits I maintain their capital
intact, not prey upon their customers if they, have a degree of
monopoly power' and pursue policies in conformity with the
plans of the Government of the day
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One important objective in such a set of aims is that an
agency should, in the rates it charges, cover all its costs.
But, -which costs? And, having decided which costs, hCM are
they best measured? Having settled upon a system of measuring
past performance, how are rates to be set in the future, so
as, if costs are adequately covered to continue in this happy
state, or if they are not, to [OOve tCMar'ds such a result?

A major obstacle to knowing haw well an instrumentality is
performing is to persist with historical cost accounts during
periods of ongoing change in the level of prices"

In the past there has been within the public sector a tendency
to focus on the internal financing ratio (Le,. thepropot'tion
of the works program financed other than by borrowing) as an
indicator of public authority performance and to assess the
payment of dividends in the light of its impact on that ratio ..
Quite apart from the fact that the ratio obviousIy depends
critically on fluctuations in the level of capital
expenditw:e, this measure ignores the effect of inflation in
eroding the real value of the existing stock of debt,

References to debt: equity .ratios calculated using the value of
assets at historical cost are another example of the. disregard
which many comnentators display for the effects of inflation
on the balance sheets of public authorities" In contrast to
its historical cost counterpart, the current cost-based
debt:equity ratio does provide useful information about the
authorities I financial position of an authority"

Ihe development of current cost accounting (CCA) procedures
for the major Victorian public authorities was a necessary
first step to achieving substantial progress with the
implementation of the JlX)re prospective Government guidelines
relating to pricing and investment decisions"

The pricing policy briefly stated is that authorities are
required to set prices so as to generate or rrove tClWards
achieving· a foor percent r'ate of return on the written down
current cost of the assets in service, after depreciation
(based on the current cost of assets) and other operating
expenses" The return on assets so generated is then available
to meet real finance charges and to provide a return on
equity. In this regard equity may be considered as the value
of the undertaking to the people of Victoria, taking each
citizen as the a.mer - a Ilshar'eholderll in the public
enterprise"

Prior to the production of current cost accounting stateJ:J:ents,
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during the first two years operation of the rate of return
guideline, working patties of representatives of the
Department of Management and Budget (I::MB) and the authorities
and departments concerned estimated the current cost values of
public equity, assets and rates of return. During this time
we came to realise the necessity of audited or at least
auditable figures.. Before dealing with hCM some of the
problems were handled, an account of the policy and its
purposes is needed. Why 4%, for ~le?

3, A TARGET RATE OF REruRN ON ASSETS TO ODVER TIlE= TERM ODST OF CAPITAL

The present four per cent target rate of return is consistent
with a real long term interest rate of three per cent, a real
return to equity of five per cent and a 50: 50 debt: equity
ratio. A number of points should however be made here in
relation to the choice of a fool:' per cent target" For exan:a:>le,

Over the very long run, Victoria I s public authorities
have borrowed at interest rates which are about three per
cent above inflation.

While there is certainty about what the actual cost of
debt has been, the cost of equity is of coo.rse a notional
figure, since there are no market indicators in the
public sector. The five per cent level chosen takes
accOlmt of a margin for risk over the less-risky real
cost of debt, al though that margin (two percentage
points) is low c~ared with similar risk IDB.Igins in the
private sector, in recognition of the IllB.l:ket pCMer of
many of the authorities concerned..

The overall weighted average cost of capital is fairly
insensitive to m.xlerate variations in the gearing ratio
ar'ound 50:50, Based on a real cost of debt and equity of
three per cent and five per cent respectively, the
weighted average cost of capital will fall to 3,8 per
cent for a debt: equity ratio of 60:40 and rise to 4,,2
per cent in the 40:60 case..

Different tm;get rates of return for each authority could
be considered at some time in the future in recognition
of particular characteristics - averaRe interest rates,
risk margins and debt: equity ratios etc ..

Above all, it shoold be appreciated that the policy of setting
prices with reference to a desired rate of return on assets is
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long term in nature, It is not anticipated that prices should
be varied in a way which would ensure that the target rate of
return will be met each year. Periodic reviews of the target
rate of return will be necessary to ensw:'e that the target
remains both realistic and appropriate,

4, lO¥ DID \lE SrARr?

!'he first step in implementing the new policies and procedures
was to set up a joint interdepartmental working pa.t:ty for each
authority as ootlined earlier. Conventional accounts were
taken as the starting point and these were adjusted in a
careful but piecemeal fashion to obtain the relevant CCA
estimates" Si.m.lltaneously guidelines for the introduction of
auditable CCA repmting were being develooed ..

ra a considerable degree the YK)rk in Victoria of the last few
years has been path breaking. Very fe..i private sector firms
have proceeded. as we have, although the essential theoretical
framework was developed over the past decades by others,
Those firms which did experiment with current cost accounting
foond a public generally unprepared fm' the situation such
accounts portrayed.

rechnically ~ the starting point was the Australian Society of
Acccuntants 1 staterrent of accounting practice on cw:rent cost
acccunting issued as Statement of Accounting Practice No 1
(SAP 1) in November 1983.. That statement indicates the
accoonting profession I s preferred approach to current cost
accoonting and reporting"

It shoold be remarked thet in deciding its rate of return
reporting policy ~ the Gover'I'lII)ant had to consider two i..Jq:>ortant
matters relating to SAPl ~ viz" ~

SAP 1 hes been adopted by very few private commercial and
industrial organisations in Australia and very few annual
reports provide information to the public on a current
cost -accounting basis, and

the need to cons ider the extent to which SAP 1 provided
an adequate reporting system to use as a basis for
economic decision making and for achieving accountability
in tenns of the Government I s rate of return policies"

To assist in the implem=:ntation of current cost accounting,
the Annual Reporting Act 1983 and in particular the Annual
Reporting (Business Undertakings) Regulations 1984, which
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apply to the State I s five major cOlIIIl.let'cial public authorities
set cut the mini.nJ.un information to be provided in both the '
Report of Operations and the Financial Statements" These have
been supplemented by a set of guidelines to provide consistent
tI'eat:ments between agencies in the production of supplementary
CU!l:'ent cost statements"

Where the accounting policies of the Goverrurent in respect of
rate of return reporting depaJ:t from SAPl the practice adopted
has as far as possible been consistent with the general body
of accounting theory, particularly where there are
applications of that theory in overseas countries,

A fairly well documented system is now available, What sort
of figures are thereby produced?

5, aJRRENr fiST ESTIMATES OF ASSErS, REIURNS AND
PUBLIC EQUI'IY

fable 1, below, shows that together, the !'MA and the GEB have
coomand of assets valued at about $1 billion" In 1985/6 these
assets earned $14 million before finance charges. About half
the assets were financed by debt and after real finance
charges of $14,,9 million, an anx>unt of $9.5 million was paid
to the equity holders,
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Source: Annual Reports, PMA and GEB

(1)
(2)

(1)/(2)

(3)
(4)

(3)/(4)

(5)
(5)/(4)

-5 .. 9
279.6
-2.1%

45
1.6%

-3.7
388.9
-1.0%

27:73

50
278.7

1.8%

5.0
1.8%

177
682 2

2.6%

47:53

Return on Assets
Average Assets in Service (a)
Rate of Return on Assets (%)

REl'URN m EXlUlTY

Ratio of Liabilities to Equity

Return on Equity
Opening Public Equity (b)
Return on Equity/Public Equity (%)

Public Authority Dividend
PAD/ Public Equity (%)

fABLE 1 VAUJES OF ASSETS EXlUITY & REl'URNS
OF mE PORT OF MELBOURNE All'lIDRITY AND TIlE GRAIN

ELEVA1DRS OOARD ($m) 1985/6

PMA GEB

REl'URN m ASSETS

(a) Written down current cost of assets in service, average
for the year ..

(b) Public equity at 1 July 1985 ..

Estimates of the rates of return on assets calculated for
earlier years, albeit on a slightly different basis, indicate
rates of return for PMA of a similar level to the 1986/6
result and the GEB returns vary significantly depending on
harvest size"

An indication of the difference between current cost and
historical cost accOJnts can be seen in the follCMing table"
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!'MA GEB
CCA HIS1DRIC CCA HIS1DRIC

170.8 (1)
62.3 (2)

11.9 (3)
10 .. 9 (4)

0 .. 9 (3-4)

72

4C80
2995

- 37
2.1(a)

- 5.9

GEB
CCA HIS1DRIC

18.7

508.8
143.3

32.5
30.8

1.7

17.7
12 .. 8(a)

14.9

!'MA
HIS'IORICCCA

31.4

Assets 827 .6
Equity 398.3
Return on Assets /Profit
Before Finance Charges
Finance Charges
RetuIn on Equity/Profit
After FinBnce Charges (b) 5. 0

(a) Real Finance Charges (ie nominal finBnce
cl1al:ges incurred less holding gains on
monetary liabilities) ..

(b) Totals may not add up due to Iotmding.

SOlIt'ce: Annual Reports of the !'MA and GEB.

rABLE 2 aJRRENr illsr AND HISIORICAL illsr ACaJUNTS COMPARED _
1985/6 (Srn)

rABLE 3 aliPARISON OF DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
1985/6 (Srn)

I.'he mst obvious difference between the two sets of results
fot' each authority is the difference in retw:ns to assets and
equity" The main contributing factoI' in the variation in
results before finance charges is the difference in the level
of depreciation charges between the Historical and the CCA
systems as shown in Table 3 ..

Because CCA asset valuations are so IIllCh greater than
historical valuations, depreciation cha.!ges are, for the S~
assuned asset lives and depreciation patterns, also
correspondingly greater" By consistently undervaluing assets
the depreciation charge is understated, and without noticing,
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equity may be eroded, and the authot'ity will seem to be doing
better than it really is ..

6. ThIJ MAJOR ISSUES - ASSEr VAUJATIOO &
DEPRECIATIOO

Whilst there were many issues which required resolution, two
were outstanding" The first is essentially how to revalue
assets which are still in service but, if constructed today,
would be built to a different design or of different material.
The second, not uorelated, was h.a.oJ- to spread out the life of
the revalued assets"

The details of our preferred treatment appear in the Appendix
however there are some ta.tgh questions here" In addition to
the matters dealt with there, the PMA has considerable land
holdings not required for port purposes whith cost money to
beautify and maintain. In the calculation of Public Equity
and Rate of Retmn an adjustment to the value of the written
down value of assets is made to include only port assets and
not recreational lands.,

By contrast, the value of the land holdings of the GEB is a
!I1lth smaller proportion of its total assets than PMA.. Many of
its assets stand on leased sites, frequently railway land"
However, in valuing the extensive stock of older concrete
silos it was decided to value them as if they were nxxlem
steel bins - a considerable feat of the imagination.

A similBJ:' feat of imagination is needed when one is first
confronted with a deferred foreign exchange. loss and the
necessity to record it as an asset"

Depreciation.is difficult whether in histOI:ic or CCA terms.
The lives of assets are alm:Jst always underestimated. However
when assets are valued in current 'Cost terms, at sometimes
twice the historical book value, depreciation charges are
correspondingly greater, An organisation with a lot of old
capital has quite s~ scope for estimation error in the
calculation of its profits if the lives of its assets are
wrongly estimated." For even a small enterprise like the GEB
the difference between a 4% depreciation rate and a 3% rate
could be as IIllCh as $5m annually.

Accounts tell only so rruch" !'hey are retrospective r'ather
than prospective and represent a datum, a position from which
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one may make estimates about the future" Efforts to achieve
the public authority tarcgets, and the ~lication of such
efforts, can best be understood through the 'conduct of long
term planning analyses of fueau.thorities involved"

Public authority ,policy IIIJSt address a variety of issues and
analysts are required to provide advice to GovertlIIent ;to
enable decisions to be made about

The desirable mix of debt/eqUltyfunding,

Balancing varii:Us Government objectives for example,
to provide a given level of service at the
least cost to users;
to use the public's investment efficiently;
to indirectly assist policies such as
region.al economic ~developme:rit"

'The effect of pUblic bodies providing services that are
not economically viable- but are for the "public
good'! ,Oi:";provide __~;stiitable Ildmage11 :to ·theptiblic for

\ithe;:authorities. 'If 'So, shc.uld :the assets '"used ::tn
providing these services be included/excluded from
earning a rate of return, or should explicit sUbsidies
be identified.

The eqUitable distribution of !'eturnS to investments
between c~lementary agencies where the coSts of the
investment are borne by one authority (and recorded in
its accoonts) and the benefits areanjoyed by another.
For ~le the GEB Central ReceiVal Point program
involves GEB investnents which mainly have the effect
of lowering railway costs.

One of the tools of the financial planner is the coqJOrate
financial n>:>del.. Through the use of financial n>:>dels the long
term ~lications as well as the sho:rttermoperational
effects of a variety of pricing, inveStment, -:funding and
staffing decisions can bemre thoroughly understood ana
appreciated ..

The n>:>dels presently available to US 'Brevery rudimentary
although given the quality of deta :currently avai.lable to
calibrate llkXlels' of this sort, theltJ:5dels as they presently
stand provide an adequate likeness :tothe actual co:rporation
under cortsideration" An appreciatidn of when one is
considering a mxlel and when a real corporation, :is a fine
point, and one which. many miss"
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One basic IOOdel has been prOOuced which has been calibrated
for each of the two transport agencies presently subject to
the public authority guidelines. These agencies, although
structurally similar, face very different environments"
Although the acco.mting basis of each is alike, the
Ctret.tnlstance_ differ"

Grain Elevators Board:- Returns to the GEE are very
strongly dependent on'crop conditions and the level of
grain receivals" The existence of significant
fluctuations in the level of receivals and hence the
financial outcome from year to year causes s~
difficulty in estimating the appropriate values of some
parameters" Large profits and losses can OCcur and
against-an adVerse eventuality quite---large reserves are
held, lIlJch in quite liquid investments"

Port of Melbourne Authority: - The financial performance
of the !'MA fiBS seen adVersely affected in recent years
by the downturn in world trade. It certainly does not
face the same level of output fluctuations as the GEE
and its resei::"Ves are· proportionally less"

The m:xlels are designed to manipulate base 'vsriables to
calculate present,' and estimated future levels of Assets,
Liabilities, Equity; Revenues and Costs" The future levels
are estimated accordirtg.,:tb-a,' series of- simple algebraic
relations and are generally expressed in nominal terms through
the application of -escalators, with the outcome of one period
usually being the input for the next.

A separate part of the IOOdel deflates the nominal value
results into real te""" by dividing by an estimated inplicit
gross domestic product deflator, in those cases where real
value estimates are needed ..

Figure~'l ShcMS a'diagraIn-Of the overall structure of the main
el"""'tits of the IOOdels. The m:xlels operate in a system known
as IFPS; one of a rRlI:Dber of COIr{iU~er packages available to do
this sort of work. The development of a m:xlelling style is
quite an individual capability acquired through experience
over a period of time and naturally the skill of the m:xleller
influences the results obtained ..
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The role of RESERVES in Figure 1 in the roodelled corporation
is very i.ul>ortant. It is used as a final r'bucketll for all
transactions (not accamting reserves, but "reservesll one
might fall back on), and in the current version an important
rule relates performance to residual proprietorship"
Reserves equal opening 1>01 ance plus operating r"""Ble and
interest 00 investments less operating expe ses

7
internally

funded capital expenditure, repayment: of capital debt: and
dividend. If this find is noc sufficient: for these purposes
then the organ; sat;m is asS'ned to borrow for such, and
indebtedness conespcnlingly rises or falls ..

The process of the nxx::Iels assumes the output for one period is
the input for the next and generally alla;s no managerial
interference 'between perioos. The policies, once selected,
are set for the ten periods for which the IOOdel currently
runs.

Over 50 items of data need to be estimated to represent on the
one hand, the structure of the corporation and its enviI'onment
and on the other, the policy variables (shown stipled in
Figure 1) over which the management has some controL

Before the lIkXiel is ready for use each of these rrust be
estimated to rooghly the same order of accuracy for an initial
starting year value, and in the case of the envir~tal and
policy variables, an estimate is also required of the trend of
values expected for future years.. In many casea only fairly
senior officers of the GEB and R1A. are in a position to
reliably eatimate these values and trends. Analysis of
accamting dsta often yields ambiguous relationships and the
refi.nenent of cost relations is a continuing activity"

9. IolJDEL RESULTS

An obvious application of the uxxiels.. is to forecast
alternative futures for the FMA and the GEB for a range of
different sets of ciI'CUlIIStances and policies" The next two
sections discuss two aspects of many which may be
investigated" The general uEthod of proceeding is to estimate
a Base Case as an average sort of future with policies and
envirornnent fIllch as they are today, and then to progressively
vary different variables of interest"

Forecasting Operating Surpluses and Rates of Return

A rn.mber of s~le cases are presented in Figure 2"
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$m.
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Figure 2 : OPERATING SURPLUS
OF GEB &PMA VARIOUS CASES

(SEE TABLE 4 FOR ASSUMPTIONS

UNDERLYING THE FORECASTS)
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They should not be considered as forecasts of the future, but
as projections of what could happen under certain
circumstances. The results were obtained on a version of the
roodel less refined that the latest but they clearly shcM the
range of different outcomes possible if different policies are
pursued.. 'The shape of the pathways is roore significant than
the absolute level in any given year"

rable4stlIlmarises .the assumptions behind the results depicted
in Figure 2, In the -Base Case, fairly typical or average
values are assumed, although for the GEB no bad years are
allowed for" Th.eassumptions for the other cases shown are:-

a level of rate increase which would
cons istent1y guarantee a 4'h rate of return

an annual rate increase approximately 2% higher
than the current level

a volume of activity near the best recorded
recent levels

a 4% return on the forward works program" (Not
easily represented in Figure 2 - roughly co
incident with the Base Case line)

for theGEB only, a depreciation rate of 3% p"a"
(rather than 4% as in the Base Case)"

ROR4:

PC8:

rNV4:

1.U'lIII :

DEP3:

From Figure 2 it is fairly clear which factors exel:t the most
influence Ol'l ,operating surplus" One item which deserves
special mention is the ~ol:tance of the correct estimation of
depreciation and the effect 00 t'book. profits If that assumptions
concerning asset lives (and hence the t'B.te of depreciation)
can have. This is apparent from the cOI!{'arison of the GEB
results for the BASE and the DEP3 cases in Figure 2,

The effect on operating surplus of depreciating assets at 3'%
straight line as coIIf'aredwith 4%, in an otherwise Base Case
situation was quite dramatic; in fact the effect is greater
than assuming that tonnage was constantly high (as in the
I'ONHI case)" The calculation of asset lives is very
important.. It affects each of asset values, depreciation (and
hence) equity and rate of return"
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!'ABLE 4 ASSUMPTIONS FDR A SERIES OF
ftJIJELLEIJ fUl1JRES (SEE FIG. 2)

CASE NAME BASE PCB lDNHI DEP3 ROR4 INV4
GEIl

L loonage ( '000) 3400 3400 4000 3400 3400 3400
2 Price Change 6% 8% 6% 6% not set not set

3, Depreciation 4% 4% 4% 3% 4% 4%
4, Rate of

RatuJ:n not set not set not set not set 4% 4%

5" Fraction
BoJ::rowed for
Capital 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4

6, Productivity of
Inves~nt

(average %
retuJ:n/$) 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 4%

!'MA

L loonage 18500 18500 +l%pa 18500 18500( '000)

2, Price Change 6% 8% 6% not set not set

3, Depreciation 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%
4 Rate of

RetuJ:n not set not set not set 4% 4%
5, Fraction

Borrowed for
Capital 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4 3/4

6, Productivity of
Investment
(average %
retuJ:n/$) 0% 0% 0% 0% 4%
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Eorecast~ Public ~ity
Tfle feveof equ~ty om year to year is not only dependent on
consistently earning the target rate of return. If an
authority has a high level of reserves which it might fall
back on and it is not earning the target rate of return, then
these funds can be used in that year to cover:

(a) operating losses
(b) dividends
(c) internally funded capital works

Once these reserves have been fully used, and if the target
rate of return were still not being consistently achieved,
then the equity level would diminish rapidly as the authority
would have to borrow to pay any or all of (a), (b) and (c)
above"

The situation of not consistently meeting the target rate of
return but having high reserves, differs from that of not
meeting the target rate and having few or no reserves only in
time" The possession of high reserves only forestalls the
ultimate necessity to borrow.

This process may be distinguished however from one where the
application of a dividend policy shifts an authority towards a
stable long term ratio of debt to equity with the organisation
consistently capable of earning the target rate of rettu:n"

'The corporate model was used to forecast trends in debt/equity
ratios and the following disgram shows the level of equity
over time of an organisation roving towards a roore appropriate
blend of debt and equity (Authority A) and one going out of
business (Authority B) •

." ~ 40 _ ::£i.!.!::..~ A

51 20 B

~'~ 0 i::;-<:-;:-::-::-::-:;-=-::::-:-:-:-:-:-=-;;-;;-;;-;;;-~-;;-::-~-~-~-~--~-~-~-~-;-~-,A§-.....
tIT& - 20 RO.TE OF RETURN B
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10, ADVICE ID 0l1lERS

Io those planning to introduce the sorts of changes we have
described, what sort of helpful hints can we offer? The
following are the roost obvious.

(1) Allow plenty of time and devote plenty of effort to the
task at all levels, The IOOst senior people 1Il.1St be
convinced of the correctness of the policy from the
outset..

(2) It may be some time (maybe 4 years) before audited
current cost accoonts can be produced. A joint working
party can go a long way in resolving disPutes over
particular treatments and valuations in the meantime and
its activities serve as valuable training ground fCl: alL

(3) Interagency diplomacy, if its failuze does not bring the
whole. process to a coIll>lete stop, can be expected. to
lengthen the time taken over what it would be if only the
managing. 'board" were involved. Choose your team for
IOOre then its outright tethnical skill It is only
natUIal thst initially soy organisation (and its
accoontants in particular) will view any major changes as
criticism of their stewardship.,

(4) It has been our experience that economists are IOOre
inclined to enDrace the concepts of current cost
accounting and forecasting than accountants. Perhaps the
training of each is responsible"

(5) Luck also has its place - luck in ths sense of
appropriate timing, at least" In Victoria, quite an
amotmt of valuable "spadeworkll by a joint Parliamentary
Co!mrl.ttee - the Public Bedies Review COIlIIli.ttee, preceded
the introduction of the new policies. In addition, the
!'MA had just introduced a type of CCA system which needed
only minor amendment conform with the subsequently
adopted system"

Of course we still have a number of unresolVed matters being
pursued" The chief items are:

Adequately handling a degree of IOOnopoly power" In
Victoria presently state instrumentalities have a Ilcap!!

placed on rate increases restraining them to no greater
increase than the Consumer Price Index. This, coupled
with a procedu....--e for authorising major capital works only
after providing a Cabinet subcoomittee with an evaluation
conducted in accordance with investment evaluation
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Achieving agreement between the managers of the
authorities and IMB (who represent the equity holders) on
the values of the real long term cost of debt and equity

Further development and refin~nt of the strategic level
corporate m:>dels" Sadly, this important activity is
always the thing postponed when time or resources are
short ..

guidelines seems to provide an adequate degree of
protection in the short -run"

Estimating the appropriate debt/equity ratio. Naturally
it will vary from time to time.

applications elseNhere? In Victoria, probably not
~~i~;,~P~OS;:~S:;iblY for the smaller port authorities. Railways
.~. are certainly so far from profitability that the

of this approach would produce silly results and
day of the private route bus conpany as a true business

seems over'" Perhaps had the railways and traIllriays
orgBIri.,ed their economic data in current cost tenns at the

their really big expansion earlier this century, their
might have been apparent sooner..

those undertakings still operating in a COilIllercisl manner
message should be clear enough by now.

In an environment with peI:'S istent inflation historical
cost accounting can mislead managers of transport
undertakings into thinking that they are doing better
than they really are. ..

Looking backward is not enough if one does not want
organisations like the GEE and the !'MA to go the way of
the railways. A rapid technological change and an
inadequate forecast of the future is all it takes ..

of the conference is "Transport - Who Pays?". The
•.~:;~I~Of this paper is that before such a question can be
ib answered it is necessary to measure -costs in a way

the current cost valuation of the resources
Traditional accounting methods generally will not
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APPENDIX - EXIRAcrs FRCM ''PuBLIC AU'rnJRI1Y POLICY AND RATE
OF REtuRN kEPdR1'J1IG" Ii1B I986

MEAS!JRDlENr OF FINANCIAL PERRJRMANCE

It will be apparent from the previous discussion thet the
major focus of the new accounting and reporting system will be
on~ the return on assets and the return on equity"
'The former is one of the fundamental performance indicators
and the latter provides the primary input to decis ions about
the appropriste level of the public authority dividend"

Apart from providing an annual performance measure, in
conjunction with pricing decisions, the return on assets
conveys ~rtant information about changes in the operating
capability of the organisation" A negative return on assets
implies that the revenue generated is insufficient to cover
the current cost of resoorces Utilised in providing the goods
and services. !his concept is at the heart of the pricing
policy designed to ensure that prices are set to cover the
current costs of resources consumed including the cost of
capital, both debt and equity.

Thus both Rate of Return Reporting and SAP 1 lay stress on one
assessment of operating capability. But whereas SAP 1
strongly recOlllIlends the adoption of operating capability as
the primary concept of capital maintenance for profit
determination purposes, Rate of Return Reporting places
greatest eq>hasis on the financial equity concept of capitaL
As a result, the financial statements which corrprise Rate of
Return. Reporting are designed to contain information on. both
operating capacity (the return on assets) and financial equity
(the return on equity)"

!'he return on assets (measured after eu:rrent COst
depreciation, but before finance charges) is available to meet
obligations to debt holders and, if appropriate, to pay a
return on equity" As debt holders have legal priority, the
return on equity is determined as a residuaL

The financial equity approach adopted in calculating the
return on equity in Rate of Return Reporting is generally
consistent with calculation of the "proprietary results ll

outlined in SAP 1.. This involves recognition of the fact that
in times of inflation there is a gain from having incurred
IOOIletary liabilities because the am:>unt repayable is fixed in
lOOney terms.. 'The higher the level of inflation the lower the
real level of the liability, Experience to date, and thet
from. overseas, reinforces the view that, as in many accounting
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issues, a degree of judgment is required.. Similar'ly, the
conceptual approach to CI.lI:Tent cost asset valuation is
concirnJally developing - the relatively recent appearance of
the "functional pricingll approach is tesci.m:Jny to that view"
In those circumstances changes in the real current value of
assets might arise from a comination of lII:)I'e precise asset
valuation teclmiques and tmderlying changes in the relative
price of assets. Consequently, the indication from the
balance sheet that holding gains and/or losses on non-monetary
assets have occurred might be twre apparent than real.
Accordingly it has been decided not to immedistely reflect
such lIgains" on non.,..monetary assets and liabilities in the
Statement of Revenue and Expenses, although the implications
will be fully disclosed in tha Balance Sheet.

Apart from tha measurement problems involved, IIDving to a real
financial equity concept of capital maintenance requires
careful consideration of the appropriate treatment of
''unrealised'l gains and losses in the Staterrent of Revenue and
Expenses. This is a complex and contentioos area and the n:nve
to full inclusion needs to be considered with due caution"

In the meantime, it has been decided to fully reflect holding
gains and losses on m::metaxy assets and liabilities in
determining the return on equity.. In contrast to the
situation for physical assets and liabilities, the conceptual
and measurement issues involved in determining holding gains
and losses fot' m:metary assets and liabilities are quite
stIaightfOl:ward.

The requirements for Rate of Return Reporting are contained in
APS 1. This section provides a brief overview' of the concepts
and methodology adopted in Rate of Raturn Reporting ..

ASSEr VALUATION

The current cost of an asset is measured by the lowest cost at
which the gross productive capacity (economic utility) of that
asset could currently be obtained in the normal course 6f
b.Jsiness"

Ideally current cost would be determined by refer'ence to the
market price" In many cases, especially for public
authorities, this will not be possible because of the absence
of a realistic marl<et for the capital assets involved (e .. g.
tuildings or plant of special design).. An alternative method
is ttnJs required.. Indevi.sing an alternative, it is critical
to focus on the productive capacity of the asset as a measure
of its value.
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The lIk)st appropriate method of valuation will vary from case
to case, but will be influenced by the follCMi.ng
considerations :

15
12

Operating
Cost

150 ..
140

Existing Asset
Alternative Asset

(b) Cw:rent Reproduction Cost: this approach estimates the
current cost by reference to the cost per unit of
productive capacity of repnxlucing or replicating the
asset, It applies where the asset being valued would be
replaced at balance date by a similar asset..

(c) Cw:rent Replacement Cost: this approach estimates the
CUIrent cost by reference to the cost per unit of
productive capacity of the lIk)st appropriate oodern
replacement facility.. It applies where the asset being
valued would be replaced at balance date by a different
asset (in terms of scale and/or technology) hsving a
similar productive capacity.

F\mctional pricing is a vm:iant of the current replacement
cost approach which recognises thst changes in technology are
reflected not only different capital costs but also in chsnged
operating costs. Functional pricing is appropriate in cases
where, like replacement cost, the asset being valued would be
replaced by a different asset and where thst different asset
results in changed oper'ating Costs per' unit of productive
capacity ..

Consider for ~le the follCMi.ng case
Capital

Cost

Ihxee broad approaches can be distinguished, although they are
by no means lIlltually exclusive:

(a) Cw:rent Market Selling Price of an asset: this approach
utilises the current cost determined by reference to an
accessible net mazket value of the asset" It applies
where there is an active maIket fat:' the product"

10 s~ly use 140 as the r'eplacement cost would be misleading
in the sense that it would overstate the tlUe worth of the
existing asset relative to the alternative.. Functional
pricing is designed to overcome thst problem by tsking
explicit account of the present value of the differences
between the future operating cost profiles as well as capital
costs, in detennining the current cost of the existing asset"
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(a) Where assets similar to existing fixed assets are
available in the market and still represent best~·

practice teclmology, the current cost of the existing
assets ",ill be determined by the current market buying
price of similar assets ..

(b) Where similar assets ate not availsble in the market and
the existing assets still represent best-practice
technology, the current cost of the existing assets will
be the l""er of the cost of reproducing them or
replacing them with alternative assets"

(c) Where similar assets are not available in the market or
are available but are technologically outdated, and
there are rore technologically advanced assets
available, the current cost of the existing assets will
be the l""er of

(i) the replacement cost per unit of
productive capacity of the !OOSt
appropriate modet:n asset available, and

(il) the reproduction cost per unit of
productive capacity involved in either
constructing a repIiea of the existing
asset OI' purchasing a similar asset..

It rill be appropriate to make suth valuations periodically,
say ever.y 3 to 5 years, and to index these valuations in the
intervening years, ideally with a rolling program of valuation
reviews for categories of assets. In IDBIly case, depending
upon the expense involved and the availability of an
appropriate price index, it will be appropriate to use the
replacement/reproduction approach less frequently than at 5
yearly intervals"

VAWATIOO OF Li\ND

In valuing land the aim is to measure its opportunity cost,
that is its value in the best reasonable alternative use. !he
best~ of this current cost is its current market buying
price" This price will take into acccunt any constraints that
might exist relating to that land (fot ~le as to type,
shape and/or size of building which coold be built on that
land) and any speciel attributes that the land may possess.
It rill also tske into account the possibility that the land
may be rezoned" .

Instances ¥ffiere the current market buying prices will be rare.
In general it will be necessary to obtain an expert estimation
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of this price determined using Site Value, as defined in the
Local Government Act 1958" This basis of valuation in generalrequires

(a) all improvements on the land to be COIl\>letely ignored,
these should be valued separately at replacement or
repro:luction cost;

(b) the estimated values to be assessed having regard to the
prospect that a prudent purchaser as at the reLevant
date would entertain using the land for some purpose
other than that for which it is current1y being used, by
obtaining a Town Planning Permit for a desired use or
achieving a rezoning of the land into its likely
alternative permitted use;

(c) all land vested in, owned or controlled by the
authority, except easernents and land leased by the
authority, to be valued as if it was freehold land,

Expert valuations will be obtained at least every fifth year"
In the intervening years the latest valuation will be updated
using an index of specific prices of land in the vicinity,
bearing in mind its purpose, characteristics and service
potential..

In valuing improved land, the current cost of land should be
detennined separately from the CUI:rent cost of improvements"
This approach accords with Clause 35 of the Annual Reporting
(Uirge Trading/Rating Public Bodies) Regulations and is
necessary to facilitate estimation of depreciation charges for
the building CO~t of the property in curnmt cost terms.
Many of the improvements owned by authorities are special
purpose constructions which require individual assessment by
engineers in conjunction with the valuer in order to determine
the service potential of those inpr0Vements" It is the
service potential that the inprovements provide which is to be
measured in terms of current cos t, and not the irrprovem:mtsthemselves ..

For ~roved land not in use it is possible that the market
value of the land and ~rovements as a package may be lower
than the sum of the current cost of the land and the written
down cost of the ~rOVemE,!!llts" Thus for inproved land not in
use valuations will be provided for'

(a) land, separately, at market value;
(b) improvements, separately,
(c) land and improvements together, at mar!<et

value,
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!my write-da.om necessaxy to reduce the value of the land and
~rovements to the lower value will be made against the value
of the improvements, the land as such remaining at market
value"

VAWAIION OF INVENI'ORIES AND msr OF SERVICES RENDERED UNDER
RATE OF RElURN REPOR=

Inventories - a non-monetary asset - are valued at the current
cost of the service potential they provide" The service
potential, or economic utility, of inventories· is the
production capability which they represent"

Inventories can be differentiated from other. non-IOOnetary
assets such as fixed assets by the fact that their service
potential is given up as they are consumed ot' sold, whereas
the latter's productive capacity -generally is used to produce
goods and services and is consuned over an extended period 
the operating life of the asset"

Under Rate of Return Reportin~ inventories will be stated in
the balance sheet at the lawer of current cost and net
realisable value at balance date"

For the purposes of assessing the return on assets under Rate
of Return Reporting, the cost of services rendered will be
stated in the Statement of Income and Expenses as closely as
practicable to the current cost at the date of sale. In many
cases, the mst practical measure of current cost will be
average-for,-the-Year prices" Where the goods have previously
been written down, the net realisable value will be stated"

In general, the historical cost accounts will express the cost
of services rendered in average prices fox' the yeaI', so no
adjustment is necessary.. HCMever, it will be necessaty to
make an adjustment where the pattern of expenditure is
particularly uneven throughout the year, for seasonal or other
reasons.

The assessment of whether a write-down to net realisable value
is necessary should be carried out on an item-by-item basis,
having regard to the likely future usage of the item and the
marl<et for it,

VAJlJ:[N; MJNEI'ARY ASSEl'S AND LIABILIIlES

For the purpose of valuing roonetary assets and liabilities
under Rate of Return Reporting the historical cost accounting
basis of measurement is appropriate for balance sheet purposes
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because roonetary items by definition are automatically
expressed in current cost terms, ie" their am:.:>unt is fixed in
currency units" The liability incurred as a result of an
undertaking to repay $1 million at some specified future date
is unaffected by the rate of inflation"

rhecorollary of this is that the real level of indebtedness
will be eroded by inflation" These IIgains" on holding
rronetary liabilities or losses on holding m::metary assets will
under Rate of Return Reporting be recognised in the Statement
of Income and Expenses" Holding gains on debt have the effect
of reducing nominal finance charges to their 'lreall! leveL
Losses arising from the effect of inflation on mnetary assets
are offset against financial revenue to determine real
revenue"

Conceptually financial gains and losses on holding IDOnetary
assets and liabilities are calculated with reference to their
actual levels at the times when the relevant price level
changes take place.. In practice holding gains and losses ar'e
calculated by applying the percentage increase in prices OVer
the year to the average level of liabilities or assets held
during the year, calculated on a roonthly basis, In roost cases
it is appropriate to use a general price level indicator (eg
tha CPI), although IIDre specific indices may be used in the
case of inventories, fot' instance"
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